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Licensed pharmaceutical preparation : a medicinal product
that has been granted a marketing authorisation by a
competent authority. Synonym: authorised pharmaceutical
preparation.

Manufacture : all operations of purchase of materials and
products, Production, Quality Control, release, storage,
distribution of medicinal products and the related controls.

Preparation (of an unlicensed pharmaceutical
preparation) : the ‘manufacture’ of unlicensed pharmaceutical
preparations by or at the request of pharmacies or other
healthcare establishments (the term ‘preparation’ is used
instead of ‘manufacture’ in order clearly to distinguish it
from the industrial manufacture of licensed pharmaceutical
preparations).

Reconstitution : manipulation to enable the use or application
of a medicinal product with a marketing authorisation in
accordance with the instructions given in the summary of
product characteristics or the patient information leaflet.

Risk assessment : the identification of hazards and the analysis
and evaluation of risks associated with exposure to those
hazards.

Unlicensed pharmaceutical preparation : a medicinal
product that is exempt from the need of having a marketing
authorisation issued by a competent authority but is made for
specific patients’ needs according to legislation.
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SUBSTANCES
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL USE

Corpora ad usum pharmaceuticum
DEFINITION
Substances for pharmaceutical use are any organic or inorganic
substances that are used as active substances or excipients for
the production of medicinal products for human or veterinary
use. They may be obtained from natural sources or produced
by extraction from raw materials, fermentation or synthesis.
This general monograph does not apply to herbal drugs,
herbal drugs for homoeopathic preparations, herbal drug
preparations, herbal drug extracts, or mother tinctures
for homoeopathic preparations, which are the subject of
separate general monographs (Herbal drugs (1433), Herbal
drugs for homoeopathic preparations (2045), Herbal drug
preparations (1434), Herbal drug extracts (0765), Mother
tinctures for homoeopathic preparations (2029)). It does not
apply to raw materials for homoeopathic preparations, except
where there is an individual monograph for the substance in
the non-homoeopathic part of the Pharmacopoeia.
This monograph does not apply to chemical precursors
for radiopharmaceutical preparations which are the
subject of a separate monograph (Chemical precursors for
radiopharmaceutical preparations (2902)).
Where a substance for pharmaceutical use not described in
an individual monograph of the Pharmacopoeia is used in a
medicinal product prepared for the special needs of individual

patients, the need for compliance with the present general
monograph is decided in the light of a risk assessment that
takes account of the available quality of the substance and its
intended use.
Where medicinal products are manufactured using substances
for pharmaceutical use of human or animal origin, the
requirements of chapter 5.1.7. Viral safety apply.
Substances for pharmaceutical use may be used as such or
as starting materials for subsequent formulation to prepare
medicinal products. Depending on the formulation, certain
substances may be used either as active substances or as
excipients. Solid substances may be compacted, coated,
granulated, powdered to a certain fineness, or processed
in other ways. A monograph is applicable to a substance
processed with an excipient only where such processing is
mentioned in the definition section of the monograph.

Substance for pharmaceutical use of special grade. Unless
otherwise indicated or restricted in the individual
monographs, a substance for pharmaceutical use is intended
for human and veterinary use, and is of appropriate quality for
the manufacture of all dosage forms in which it can be used.

Polymorphism. Individual monographs do not usually specify
crystalline or amorphous forms, unless bioavailability is
affected. All forms of a substance for pharmaceutical use
comply with the requirements of the monograph, unless
otherwise indicated.

PRODUCTION
Substances for pharmaceutical use are manufactured by
procedures that are designed to ensure a consistent quality and
comply with the requirements of the individual monograph or
approved specification.
The manufacture of active substances must take place under
conditions of good manufacturing practice.
The provisions of general chapter 5.10 apply to the control of
impurities in substances for pharmaceutical use.

Whether or not it is specifically stated in the individual
monograph that the substance for pharmaceutical use :
– is a recombinant protein or another substance obtained

as a direct gene product based on genetic modification,
where applicable, the substance also complies with the
requirements of the general monograph Products of
recombinant DNA technology (0784) ;

– is obtained from animals susceptible to transmissible
spongiform encephalopathies other than by experimental
challenge, where applicable, the substance also complies
with the requirements of the general monograph Products
with risk of transmitting agents of animal spongiform
encephalopathies (1483) ;

– is a substance derived from a fermentation process,
whether or not the micro-organisms involved are modified
by traditional procedures or recombinant DNA (rDNA)
technology, where applicable, the substance also complies
with the requirements of the general monograph Products
of fermentation (1468).

If solvents are used during production, they are of suitable
quality. In addition, their toxicity and their residual level
are taken into consideration (5.4). If water is used during
production, it is of suitable quality.
The identity of elemental impurities derived from intentionally
added catalysts and reagents is known, and strategies for
controlling them should be established using the principles of
risk management.
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If substances are produced or processed to yield a certain
form or grade, that specific form or grade of the substance
complies with the requirements of the monograph. Certain
functionality-related tests may be described to control
properties that may influence the suitability of the substance
and subsequently the properties of dosage forms prepared
from it.

Powdered substances may be processed to obtain a certain
degree of fineness (2.9.35).

Compacted substances are processed to increase the particle
size or to obtain particles of a specific form and/or to obtain
a substance with a higher bulk density.

Coated active substances consist of particles of the active
substance coated with one or more suitable excipients.

Granulated active substances are particles of a specified
size and/or form produced from the active substance by
granulation directly or with one or more suitable excipients.

If substances are processed with excipients, these excipients
comply with the requirements of the relevant monograph or,
where no such monograph exists, the approved specification.

Where active substances have been processed with excipients
to produce, for example, coated or granulated substances,
the processing is carried out under conditions of good
manufacturing practice and the processed substances are
regarded as intermediates in the manufacture of a medicinal
product.

CHARACTERS

The statements under the heading Characters (e.g. statements
about the solubility or a decomposition point) are not to be
interpreted in a strict sense and are not requirements. They
are given for information.

Where a substance may show polymorphism, this may be
stated under Characters in order to draw this to the attention
of the user who may have to take this characteristic into
consideration during formulation of a preparation.

IDENTIFICATION

Where under Identification an individual monograph
contains subdivisions entitled ‘First identification’ and
‘Second identification’, the test or tests that constitute the
‘First identification’ may be used in all circumstances. The
test or tests that constitute the ‘Second identification’ may be
used in pharmacies provided it can be demonstrated that the
substance or preparation is fully traceable to a batch certified
to comply with all the other requirements of the monograph.

Certain monographs give two or more sets of tests for the
purpose of the first identification, which are equivalent
and may be used independently. One or more of these sets
usually contain a cross-reference to a test prescribed in the
Tests section of the monograph. It may be used to simplify
the work of the analyst carrying out the identification and
the prescribed tests. For example, one identification set
cross-refers to a test for enantiomeric purity while the other
set gives a test for specific optical rotation : the intended
purpose of the two is the same, that is, verification that the
correct enantiomer is present.

TESTS
Polymorphism (5.9). If the nature of a crystalline or
amorphous form imposes restrictions on its use in
preparations, the nature of the specific crystalline or
amorphous form is identified, its morphology is adequately
controlled and its identity is stated on the label.
Related substances. Unless otherwise prescribed or justified
and authorised, organic impurities in active substances are
to be reported, identified wherever possible, and qualified as
indicated in Table 2034.-1 or in Table 2034.-2 for peptides
obtained by chemical synthesis.
Table 2034.-1. – Reporting, identification and qualification of

organic impurities in active substances
Use Maximum

daily
dose

Report-
ing

threshold

Identification
threshold

Qualification
threshold

Human
use or
human
and

veterinary
use

≤ 2 g/day > 0.05 per
cent

> 0.10 per
cent or a

daily intake
of > 1.0 mg
(whichever is
the lower)

> 0.15 per
cent or a

daily intake
of > 1.0 mg
(whichever is
the lower)

Human
use or
human
and

veterinary
use

> 2 g/day > 0.03 per
cent

> 0.05 per cent > 0.05 per
cent

Veterinary
use only

Not
applicable

> 0.10 per
cent

> 0.20 per cent > 0.50 per
cent

Table 2034.-2. – Reporting, identification and qualification of
organic impurities in peptides obtained by chemical synthesis

Reporting
threshold

Identification
threshold

Qualification
threshold

> 0.1 per cent > 0.5 per cent > 1.0 per cent

Specific thresholds may be applied for impurities known
to be unusually potent or to produce toxic or unexpected
pharmacological effects.
For DNA reactive impurities, the requirements of ICH
Guideline M7 Assessment and Control of DNA Reactive
(Mutagenic) Impurities in Pharmaceuticals to Limit Potential
Carcinogenic Risk must be complied with for active substances
to be used in medicinal products for human use, in cases
defined in the scope of the guideline.
If the individual monograph does not provide suitable
control for a new impurity, a suitable test for control must be
developed and included in the specification for the substance.
The requirements above do not apply to biological and
biotechnological products, oligonucleotides, products of
fermentation and semi-synthetic products derived therefrom,
to crude products of animal or plant origin or herbal products.
Elemental impurities. Permitted daily exposures for
elemental impurities (e.g. as included in the ICH Q3D
guideline, the principles of which are reproduced in
general chapter 5.20. Elemental impurities) apply to the
medicinal product. Individual monographs on substances for
pharmaceutical use therefore do not contain specifications for
elemental impurities unless otherwise prescribed.
Residual solvents are limited according to the principles
defined in chapter 5.4, using general method 2.4.24 or another
suitable method. Where a quantitative determination of a
residual solvent is carried out and a test for loss on drying is
not carried out, the content of residual solvent is taken into
account for calculation of the assay content of the substance,
the specific optical rotation and the specific absorbance.
Microbiological quality. Individual monographs give
acceptance criteria for microbiological quality wherever such
control is necessary. Table 5.1.4.-2. – Acceptance criteria
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for microbiological quality of non-sterile substances for
pharmaceutical use in chapter 5.1.4. Microbiological quality
of non-sterile pharmaceutical preparations and substances for
pharmaceutical use gives recommendations on microbiological
quality that are of general relevance for substances subject to
microbial contamination. Depending on the nature of the
substance and its intended use, different acceptance criteria
may be justified.
Sterility (2.6.1). If intended for use in the manufacture of
sterile dosage forms without a further appropriate sterilisation
procedure, or if offered as sterile grade, the substance for
pharmaceutical use complies with the test for sterility.
Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14). The substance for
pharmaceutical use complies with the test for bacterial
endotoxins if it is labelled as a bacterial endotoxin-free grade
or if it is intended for use in the manufacture of parenteral
preparations or preparations for irrigation without a further
appropriate procedure for the removal of bacterial endotoxins.
The limit, when not indicated in the individual monograph,
is determined in accordance with the recommendations
of general chapter 5.1.10. Guidelines for using the test for
bacterial endotoxins.
Pyrogens (2.6.8). If the test for pyrogens is justified rather
than the test for bacterial endotoxins and if a pyrogen-free
grade is offered, the substance for pharmaceutical use
complies with the test for pyrogens. The limit and test method
are stated in the individual monograph or approved by the
competent authority. Based on appropriate test validation
for bacterial endotoxins and pyrogens, the test for bacterial
endotoxins may replace the test for pyrogens.
Additional properties. Control of additional properties (e.g.
physical characteristics, functionality-related characteristics)
may be necessary for individual manufacturing processes
or formulations. Grades (such as sterile, endotoxin-free,
pyrogen-free) may be produced with a view to manufacture
of preparations for parenteral administration or other dosage
forms and appropriate requirements may be specified in an
individual monograph.

ASSAY
Unless justified and authorised, contents of substances for
pharmaceutical use are determined. Suitable methods are
used.

LABELLING
In general, labelling is subject to supranational and national
regulation and to international agreements. The statements
under the heading Labelling therefore are not comprehensive
and, moreover, for the purposes of the Pharmacopoeia only
those statements that are necessary to demonstrate compliance
or non-compliance with the monograph are mandatory. Any
other labelling statements are included as recommendations.
When the term ‘label’ is used in the Pharmacopoeia, the
labelling statements may appear on the container, the package,
a leaflet accompanying the package or a certificate of analysis
accompanying the article, as decided by the competent
authority.
Where appropriate, the label states that the substance is :
– intended for a specific use ;
– of a distinct crystalline form;
– of a specific degree of fineness ;
– compacted ;
– coated ;
– granulated;
– sterile ;
– free from bacterial endotoxins ;
– free from pyrogens ;
– containing gliding agents.
Where applicable, the label states :
– the degree of hydration ;
– the name and concentration of any excipient.
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